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Detailed Programme1 

 

(July 11) Day 1 - Envisioning the Pluriverse 

Getting to know each other, co-creating trust, expectations and conviviality through 

collective dance, cooking, and constructing our own diaries. Setting the context: the 

Climate Crisis and its systemic roots, the Anthropocene and its critiques (Racial 

Capitalocene et al.); as well as transformative proposals for new eco-social horizons, 

drawing on post-capitalist, degrowth, intersectional feminist, afro/indigenous and 

decolonial imaginaries. 

 

Morning 

9:30 -10:30: Ice-breaker warm up exercise for getting to know each other and co-

creating expectations from the school @ CES 

10.30 -11.30: Keywords and tools of the school 

Walk to Casa da Esquina community cultural center 

 

Afternoon: 

12:00 - 14:00: Lunch: Collaborative cooking @ Casa da Esquina 

14:00-16:00: Workshop: Livros Cartoneros  

16:00-16:30 coffee break 

16:30-18:00: Thinking-feeling for future horizons  

19:30: Collective dinner 

 

 

(July 12) Day 2 - Navigating the river against extractivisms 

Guided kayak tour through the Mondego River, witnessing struggles for social-

environmental justice across Portugal and beyond. Drawing connections between colonial-

racist- patriarchal extractivism and the production of sacrifice zones and disposable beings. 

Visibilizing the visions and practices of enacting eco-social justice, and the connections, 

collaborations, challenges and ways in which researchers can collaborate.  

 

Morning:  

9:00-14:00: Guided tour through the Mondego river @CES (meeting point)  

 

Afternoon: 

14:00-16:00: Lunch (Parque Verde) 

16:00-17:00: Convivial Reflection  

17:30: Market @ Calhabé  

19:30: Collective Dinner 

 



(July 13) Day 3 - Care-Seeing the City 

Through a counter-touring of our surrounding urban space to find the “care city” in 

encounter with various social organizations and engaged researchers, we explore 

alternative models of the economy that seek to transcend capitalism, including social 

solidarity economy, cooperativism, gift economy, mutual aid and self-management, 

(eco)feminist economy, and abolitionism.  

Morning:  

9:30-10:30: Grounding and check-in, recap from the previous day @ CES 

10:30-1:30: Serigraphic workshop  

Afternoon: 

13:30-15:00: Lunch 

15:00-17:00: Encounter through Emotional-Body Mapping 

19:00: Collective dinner 

(July 14) Day 4 - Commoning the forest
Walking through the forest, listening to, reflecting, deliberating and playing games 
collectively with researchers and activists engaged in commons-making, we will explore 
commons as an embodiment of new socio-ecological relational practices based on 
solidarity and care for human and non-human others. 

Morning:  

9:00: Depart from CES (meeting point)  

10:00-12:30: Guided visit @ Mata do Sobral, Baldio of Serpins

Afternoon: 

12:30-14:00: Picnic in the Forest 

14:00-17:00: Experiencing commons with board games: Commonspoly  

17:00 -18:30: Discussion circle on commons, alternative economies and just transitions 

19:30: Collective dinner 

(July 15) Day 5 - ACTing Together as Pluriverse 

An exercise in imagination, learning unfamiliar roles, rethinking forbidden lives, recreating 

sensory experiences towards performatiing ways of emancipatory social engagement 

beyond “citizenship”, and reimagining political community and subjects through dissensus. 

Reversed theatre, tragedy-comedy, creative writing, poetry, dance and other artistic 

expressions of the issues discussed in previous days with the purpose of reaching out to 

larger and non-academic public.  

Morning:  

9:30-10:00: Grounding and check-in, recap from the previous day 

10:00-12:30: Building a collective Altar of eco-social justice: Storytelling. 



                  
 

Afternoon: 

12:30-14:00 Lunch 

14:00-16:00:  Staging the Pluriverse: horizontal workshop 

16:00-16:30: Coffee break 

16:30-17:30: Concluding discussion 

19:00-21:30: Collective dinner  

 

 

(July 16) Day 6 - Reflecting and celebrating together   

Collective reflection to deepen on the lessons from the school and next steps. Convivial 

time for sharing in a community environment and dancing our sorrows and joys together 

with music shared by participants. 

 

Morning:  

10:00-10:30am Grounding  

10:30-12:30: Collective reflection: share lessons from the School using different texts: 

essay (blog) / art / meme / podcast / video, cartonero diaries, mural. What are we 

grateful for? What lessons emerge? What do we see as next steps? 

 

Afternoon: 

1:00-14:30 Lunch 

16:00: Inauguration of Community Space and Exchange Market at Ingote (TBD) 

19:30: Collective Dinner and World Music Party 

 

Collective playlist: participants will be asked to share a relevant song (ideally, 

danceable) that they want to hear and perhaps a short message about the song, a few 

weeks in advance. 

 

** 

—------------------------------------------------ 
1 This programme is subject to slight changes by coordinators. Any changes will be 

discussed in the group and notified to participants beforehand. We wish to organize a 
child-friendly event and offer support for participants with diverse needs, upon request. 


